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Namasté, children!
NAMASTÉ is our way of saying both hello and goodbye. You do this
by simply placing your palms together in front of your chest and
bringing them to your forehead with your head bent slightly forward.
Namasté means: The divine in me greets the divine in you.
Whenever we greet each other, be grateful for everything you are and have.
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वृक्ष ासन
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THe Tree

The tree meditation
Imagine you are a tree.
A strong and sturdy
tree. Let your roots
grow down from your
feet deep into the
ground—very deep
into the earth. Your
strong branches stretch
out toward the sun
and are thick with

  À
on the ground and
nobody can move you!

8 79 Strengthens back muscles, legs, and feet. Corrects
               À 
Cultivating stability and evenness develops a safe and harmonious
feeling.
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&(6 Focus your eye on to a single point straight ahead of you.
This will help you keep your balance.
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मंड कासन
"

The Frog
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Breathing like a
funny Frog is something
you can do anytime:
if you are tired, it gives you energy for the whole day.
And when you feel restless, it can really help you relax.
!)%)7(&6 This is an asana for both active and tired children. Moving the body in
combination with breathing exercises is as relaxing as it is energizing. Activating the
breath gives children the energy they need for the challenges of the day. The frog pose is
particularly recommended for very active children because it calms their energy and opens
them up to relaxation techniques.
The upper and lower thighs, feet, ankles, and wrists are strengthened.
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Breathe in as you
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When you’re ready
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&(7#.'.)%&1(&/2(=)2;(+6 A relaxing, soft massage

in the evening before bedtime can work wonders! Children love back,
head, feet, and hand massages. Lively kids are very susceptible to
colors. Gentle pastels, such as light blues, greens, yellows, and
oranges can sooth the nervous system. Dark shades like grey,
black, and brown should be avoided.
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चक्रवाकासन
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Cat and Cow
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